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PHOTO BLOGS

There are two things of equal distraction in life. They are facebook, and the wonderful world of photoblogs. Here are some of our favorite sites we would like to share with all of you creative people for inspiring imagery or all you procrastinators who just wanna tag-on an extra few minutes to your break from homework.

www.pinterest.com
A professional site that offers inspirational everything. Topics range from Architecture to Weddings in this expansive library of imagery.

www.imgur.com
Imgur seems to have been created for the soul purpose of laughter. We’ll leave it up to you in deciding which is funnier- the images, or peoples’ witty comments below them.

www.piccsy.com
A photo archive of adjectives; funny, clever, beautiful, nude, vintage, cats, witty, awesome, and another way to say clever.
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WHAT'S HOT ONLINE
CHECK OUT WHAT WE THINK!

Ways to Stay Warm

1/ Travel
Drink shitty wine and go for a bike ride. (see p.12)

2/ Food
Eat a meal that only Ron Swanson would approve of.

3/ Health
Bust out an old Tae-Bo VHS and workout with Billy Blanks.

4/ Sex
Lube, lots and lots of lube.

5/ Tech
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Look for this nipple in the next issue!